
Under a federal law called RICO, the criminal offense of “racketeering” is defined as a crime that repeats itself. 

To explain the deception"
Tuberculosis + HIV = AIDS
Tuberculosis – HIV = Tuberculosis
Healthy + HIV = Buy my drugs
Healthy – HIV = Buy my drugs or else

The crime here is fraud against those who are bamboozled to take a phony test that has never been validated for an infectious 
agent that has never been proven to cause 29 distinct illnesses that have been around for centuries. A positive test result 
fraudulently proclaiming “you will get sick unless you take drugs because test” as a false claim based on fraudulent or nonexistent 
“scientific studies” to sell expensive drugs to perfectly healthy people who don’t need them. Racketeering is also predatory when it 
forces expensive drugs onto healthy innocent victims via various “public health” measures such as taking away babies from HIV 
positive mothers (pregnancy causes false positives on HIV tests) and killing the babies with AZT charged to Medicaid with funds 
accruing to Gilead which kicks back a portion to its co-conspirators: politicians, The Cascade AIDS Project, the OHA’s employee 
Union, and “Caring Ambassadors.” Pill pushers whether Corporations or Street Dealers have a willful disregard for the health of their 
customers.

HIV and HCV public health is broken windows policing: 1. Open a window repair business (“unsafe and ineffective drugs”), 2. Break 
windows (“test healthy people”) 3. Send in the (Public Health) Police who go after the victims instead of the criminals (“you can’t 
have a broken window/body around here”). The modus operandi: regulatory capture. Don’t listen to that guy over there telling you 
this is a scam: he’ a “denialist!” Enjoy bareback? You can only do it with my magic beans – I’ll give you free samples you can share! 
Boss Fauci says so (or my thugs in white coats embedded with the OHA will barge in and ruin your party and close your safe spaces 
– for your own well being, you understand? Dr. Fauci LOVES you). Make sure to tell all your friends about PrEP and HCV and tell 
them to get tested! I’ll even throw in a little rebate for you. Here’s a check for the Cascade AIDS project gala fundraiser and to 
underwrite the salary of the ED of the Portland Gay Men’s Chorus! They're "community leaders" who are in it for your benefit. They 
would never take advertising money and lie to you. In fact, "unknowing brand amabassadors" are the best in our experience 
because they believe in their dope. Just witness the members of the American Psychiatric Association! We even tricked them into 
helping us lock up those who might hurt our racket under "delsuional disability." LOLOL


